
        

In LP4.1, I will know:                                          11/03/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 a range of extended family members in Spanish;
 how to use possessive adjectives 
 how to recognise big numbers when discussing age.

⬜

⬜

⬜

family members, numbers, 
possessive adjectives

Vocabulary test

In LP4.2, I will know:                                          18/03/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how to describe hair and eye colour;
 when to use the verb 'tener' to describe people;
 when to use the verb 'ser' to describe people.

⬜

⬜

⬜

ser, tener, pelo, ojos

In LP4.3, I will know:                                         08/04/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how to describe physical appearance;
 how to use verbs in the third person;
 how to use intensifiers.

⬜

⬜

⬜

third person verbs, intensifiers Vocabulary test

Extended Task ⬜

In LP4.4, I will know:                                          15/04/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how to describe where I live;
 when to use the verb 'estar' to discuss location;
 what Spanish properties are like.

⬜

⬜

⬜

casa, piso, estar

In LP4.5, I will know:                                         22/04/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 complete an assessment - reading 
 complete an assessment - listening;
 how to assess own work using a mark scheme.

⬜

⬜

⬜

instructional language Vocabulary test

In LP4.6, I will know:                                          29/04/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 complete an assessment - speaking;
 complete an assessment - writing;
 how to assess own work using a mark scheme.

⬜

⬜

⬜

instructional language

Extended Task ⬜

In LP4.7, I will know:                                          06/05/24 - (WK 1)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 cultural information about the Carnival in Cadiz;
 how to look up new words in a bilingual dictionary;
 how to scan new texts for key information.

⬜

⬜

⬜

fuegos artificiales, disfraces, 
desfile

Vocabulary test

In LP4.8, I will know:                                          13/05/24 - (WK 2)                PR Focus Key Vocabulary Homework
 how to write a presentation about myself and my family;
 how to include connectives, intensifiers and opinions;
 how to prepare and rehearse a presentation.

⬜

⬜

⬜

autoretrato, connectives, 
intensifiers

Resources to support learning:

FFET Award Challenge for this Learning Programme:
Pearson Viva 1 Activeteach resources

Attend an extra-curricular club, represent the academy at an event, attend an enrichment day, receive a subject praise postcard, attend a day trip, attend a head of year breakfast or afternoon tea, achieve 100 
positive points on class charts, receive a letter of commendation from SLT, be invited to a wonderful Wednesday, receive a principals letter or be invited to a principals lunch, attend a residential trip, 
achieve the Duke of Edinburgh bronze award. 

Reading texts that pupils will study 
during the learning programme

Year 7 MFL
Learning Programme 4

Loric for LP4 is Initiative

The value we are learning about is Justice and Integrity: 1. La familia de Troy, 2. Rafael, Emeliano y 
Angelina, 3. Como es tu casa o tu piso? Justice- Fair behaviour or treatment

Integrity - Being honest and having strong moral principles
What will I be learning about in this Learning Programme?
Mi familia y mis amigos - My family and friends.

Where have I seen this learning before?
Pupils will apply their existing knowledge of numbers, colours, gender of nouns and adjectival agreement.

What could I use it for? 
The grammar, vocabulary and skills will repeat throughout KS3 and KS4 and continue to develop at a higher level. 


